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Abstract

A rare case of Diabetic Foot in male of middle age has been shown.

Text

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease due to complete absence of its hormone, Insulin, or has the hormone which is ineffective. This disease affects individuals of all ages and both sexes. When the disease affects individuals below 40 years of age and there is complete absence of insulin (autoimmune reaction), the disease is known as type 1 Diabetes mellitus. On the other hand the disease when it affects individual above the age of 40 years and there is partial deficiency of insulin, it is known as type 2 Diabetes mellitus. However, this age division is no longer used; instead it is called Mutuality Onset Diabetes mellitus in Adults (MODY). The accompanying picture shows a diabetic foot with a big blister full of blood. This type of presentation of Diabetic foot is relatively rare. Upon incision of the swelling, reddish pus came out. Draining of the pus and debridement of dead tissue was done under antibiotic coverage along with Insulin. The patient had a slow recovery. Strict control of diabetic status was done. Culture of the pus yielded staphylococcus aureus sensitive to amoxyclav, gentamycin and oflaxacin. Antibiotic treatment was continues for 10 days. Although this time the patient recovered, he was advised to take scrupulous care of the feet and control blood sugar.